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tribute to improving the readability of the sour e ode
written in those languages.

ABSTRACT

OFL is the a ronym for Open Flexible Languages and the
name of a meta-model for obje t-oriented programming languages based on lasses. OFL intends to des ribe them,
espe ially by promoting apabilities su h as introspe tion,
modi ation and extension. OFL relies on three essential
on epts of these languages: the des riptions whi h are a
generalisation of the notion of lass, the relationships su h
as inheritan e or aggregation and the languages themselves.
OFL provides a ustomisation of these three on epts in
order to adapt their operational semanti s to the programmer's needs. This paper summarises the main hara teristi s of the OFL model, shows how to reate an appli ation
using this model and des ribes the Java language a ording
to OFL.

1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the proje t manager's main goals is to bring down
the ost of software produ tion. Their ost mainly depends
on two steps: programming and maintenan e. During these
phases, the balan e must be found between fastness and
high quality. Several approa hes are often used to solve
this problem. Examples of some of these approa hes an
be given, keeping well in mind that none a tually solves
ompletely this problem at present.




In a well determined ontext, su h as the design of
graphi al interfa es or Web sites, the apa ity to generate sour e ode automati ally brings valuable help.
The e orts made to obtain more readable programming languages thanks to an ameliorated syntax on-



Redu ing the gap between the design phase and the
programming phase is also aimed at to redu e the time
spent in programming.



Libraries of reusable omponents allow not to start
from s rat h for ea h new pie e of software.



As for the design patterns, they o er ar hite ture models used for spe i programming problems.



Aspe t programming addresses separation in terms of
orthogonal servi es of an appli ation's features, su h
as persisten e or distribution of obje ts.

We will deal with several of those solutions in a ommon
approa h starting with the idea that relationships between
lasses in obje t-oriented languages, and espe ially inheritan e, are low-level me hanisms whi h it would be interesting to spe ify better. This approa h is materialised in the
de nition of the OFL (Open Flexible Languages) model [1℄.
OFL was rst designed as a meta-obje t proto ol su h as
that of CLOS [2℄. However, more open and omplete that
CLOS, it has qui kly be ome very diÆ ult and boring rst
to program and then to use it. So we swit hed to an hypergeneri approa h to solve this problem [3℄. Rather than
allowing to rede ne behaviours thanks to algorithms, we
propose a set of parameters. These algorithms, already implemented, take into a ount, the values of these parameters to a hieve the desired behaviour. These algorithms are
alled a tions and they de ne the operational semanti s. We
promote the idea that it is mu h more onvenient for the
meta-programmer (faster, more eÆ ient and reliable, et .)
to set parameter values whi h drive well-tested a tions, than
to hange the sour e ode of several methods whi h des ribe
altogether the semanti s of the language.

2. OFL APPROACH

At rst reading the OFL approa h an be summed up as
the sear h for a set of parameters whose value determines
the operational semanti s of an obje t language based on
lasses.

2.1 Hyper-Genericity

Generi ity is the ability to ustomise the behaviour of a
lass in an obje t language just as in the Ei el [4℄ or C++
(template) [5℄ generi lasses. Hyper-generi ity is the ability
to ustomise the behaviour of the language itself. More preisely we have hosen to ustomise the behaviours of three
important notions of obje t languages based on lasses:
1. relationships su h as generalisation and omposition
[6℄,
2. des riptions whi h des ribes the appli ation's obje ts,
su h as the Java lasses and interfa es [7, 8, 9℄, and
3. languages themselves.

2.1.1 Parameters
We have de ned a set of parameters [1℄ whi h represents
the main features of the behaviours of these three important notions whi h are alled on ept-relationship, on eptdes ription et on ept-language. For instan e, on erning
the on ept-relationship, the value of the Cardinality parameter allows to spe ify if it is simple or multiple. As for
the on ept-des ription we have for instan e the Generator
parameter whi h determines whether the on ept-des ription an or annot reate own instan es.
2.1.2 Actions
The operational semanti s of ea h on ept must adapt to
the value of its parameters. This is a hieved thanks to a
set of a tions algorithms whose exe ution depends on these
values. For example, the assignment of an obje t to an attribute, the dynami binding of the features, the sending
of messages and lots of other behaviours are expressed a ording to parameters of on ept-relationship and on eptdes ription. OFL links two fa ets to ea h a tion: the rst
illustrates the stati part inside an interpretor or a ompiler; the se ond represents the dynami aspe t integrated
within the runtime. The distribution of the ode into these
two fa ets depends on implementation hoi es of the OFL
model.

2.2 OFL Objectives

The rst one is to improve the readability of the ode written in an obje t language based on lasses. Indeed OFL
allows to spe ify the relationships between the des riptions
whose semanti s is more pre ise than inheritan e or aggregation. Sin e inheritan e and aggregation are often used for
very di erent purposes (for example: generalisation, speialisation, ode reuse, : : : ), we aim to o er the possibility
to reate a relationship whi h is spe i to ea h of those
uses. Let us pre ise that in order to remain pragmati , we
do not aim to for e the programmers out of their habits
and to inter hange the relationships there are used to with
the ones we propose. When a spe i relationship is used,
readability of the ode is simpli ed. Furthermore, it will
be easier to generate a relevant automati do umentation
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Figure 1: General graphi

onventions

and the interpreter or ompiler will be able to a hieve more
appropriate ontrols. As a onsequen e, it will be easier to
maintain a program and to ensure further developments of
the appli ation.
Also, we wish to ontribute to redu ing the gap between
the expressiveness of design methods and programming languages. Indeed, one an be parti ularly pleased with a very
suitable UML representation but this is often diÆ ult to
implement straightforwardly using one's favourite programming language. OFL allows to de ne relationships with semanti s loser to those of design methods and thus to program faster.
In order to obtain a realisti use of OFL, the programmer
has to have a ess to libraries of on epts-relationships and
on epts-des riptions in whi h he an sele t whatever he
wishes to use. This method is similar to that whi h provides
reusable software omponents [10℄.

3. OFL MODEL

First in gure 1, we determine the graphi onventions that
are applied to the whole do ument. They are almost identi al to those of UML.

3.1 General Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates how to use the OFL model to des ribe
an appli ation. In this gure the three ne essary levels of
modelisation are shown:
1. the appli ation level in ludes the program's des riptions and obje ts (OFL-instan es and OFL-data ),
2. the language level des ribes the omponents of the programming language (OFL- omponents ), and
3. the OFL level represents the rei ation of those omponents (OFL- on epts and OFL-atoms ).
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3.2 Application Level

To des ribe an appli ation, the programmer uses the servi es
supplied by the language level. He reates OFL-instan es,
whi h are the des riptions and the relationships of his appliation by instantiation of the OFL- omponents. At runtime,
the appli ation obje ts, alled OFL-data, are instan es of
the OFL-instan es representing the des riptions.

3.2.1 OFL-Instances
Ea h des ription or relationship des ribed by the programmer is modelised by an OFL-instan e. Figure 2 gives an example of an appli ation whi h in ludes ve OFL-instan es:




three des riptions: Vehi le, Car, and Colour,



one aggregation relationship: Car has an attribute of
the Colour type.

one generalisation relationship: Car inherits from Vehi le, and

3.2.2 OFL-Data
In the appli ation, ea h des ription instan e is modelised at
runtime by an OFL-datum. Figure 2 shows two of them:




MyFerrari, an instan e of the Car des ription, and
Red, an instan e of the Colour des ription.

Let us point out that the OFL-instan es whi h are des riptions spe ialise the OFL-atom obje t. Indeed, obje t is

OFL ar

hite ture

the rei ation of data of the appli ation (OFL-data). So
it represents the root of the spe ialisation tree of the OFLinstan es whi h are des riptions.

3.3 Language Level

The language level des ribes di erent types of relationships
and des riptions whi h an be used in the modelised language. The relationships are instan es of on ept-relationship, the des ription are instan es of on ept-desription. The language itself is an instan e of on ept-language. Its main fun tion is to put together the relationships and des riptions whi h are supplied to the programmer.

3.3.1 OFL-Components
The language level is solely omposed of OFL- omponents.
Figure 2 lists:



some on epts-des riptions among with a-des ription,



some on epts-relationships among with a-generalisation-relationship and with an-aggregation-relationship, and



a on ept-language a-language.

It is possible to represent a on ept-des ription as a metalass and a on ept-relationship as a meta-relationship and
similarly a on ept-language as a meta-language.
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3.4 OFL Level

The OFL model is a meta-model for the programming language (language level) and a meta-meta-model for the programs (appli ation level). As was said in part 2.1, we have
hosen to ustomise three important notions: relationships,
des riptions and languages. However, a lot of other omponents need to be rei ed su h as obje ts, methods, assertions,
et . in order to modelise a language ompletely. The OFL
level in ludes two types of entities:
1. the OFL- on epts whi h des ribes the ustomisable
part of the relationships, des riptions and languages,
and
2. the OFL-atoms whi h des ribes the non- ustomisable
part of these three on epts as well as all the other
omponents.
Also assertions are des ribed in ea h OFL- on ept and OFLatom in order to keep the model onsistent.

3.4.1 OFL-Concepts
Figure 3 shows the whole of the lassi ation of the OFLon epts. Let us re all that only the OFL- on epts are ustomised in our model.
The meta-programmer's task is to reate an OFL- omponent, i.e. an instan e of an OFL- on ept, by giving a value
to ea h of its parameters. Thus he de ides on the behaviour
of ea h future instan e of the OFL- omponent. If the operational semanti s whi h the meta-programmer wants to bind
to an OFL- omponent does not mat h the a tions planned,
then he has to modify the ode of those a tions. The OFL
model is left open by this possibility whi h should not be
used but in very spe i
ontext. Indeed, in that ase, the
meta-programmer's job is mu h heavier than just giving values to parameters.

3.4.1.1 Concepts-Relationships

We all a on ept-relationship the entity representing a kind
of relationship. A on ept-relationship is onsequently a
meta-relationship. Among the relationships whi h are to be
found in lots of obje t-oriented languages based on lasses
and obje t design methods, we may mention for example
inheritan e, aggregation, omposition, generalisation, et .
However a given method or language seldom owns all of
these relationships and usually uses some of them in order
to simulate others. For example the generalisation in UML
des ribes a generalisation as well as an inheritan e, a stri t
sub-typing1 , : : :
Around thirty parameters de ne the semanti s of all the
OFL model's on ept-relationship. Part 4.1.1 lists the onepts-relationships representing the relationships of the Java
language.
Figure 3 illustrates our lassi ation of the on epts-relationships. Con erning the inter-des ription relationships, we
distinguish between the import relationships (generalisation
of the inheritan e me hanism) and the use relationships
(generalisation of the aggregation me hanism). As for gure
2 it illustrates one instan e of an import on ept-relationship
(a-generalisation-relationship) and one example of an
use on ept-relationship (an-aggregation-relationship).
OFL also takes into a ount the relationship between obje ts and lasses whi h are used for example to modelise the
instantiation relationship existing between an obje t and its
lass. It is also possible to modelise the relationship between obje ts. Yet, we mainly are about inter-des ription
relationships.

3.4.1.2 Concepts-Descriptions
A on ept-des ription allows to de ne the notion of lass
and all that looks like a lass su h as the interfa es in Java.
Therefore a on ept-des ription is a kind of meta- lass.
For instan e we an noti e that even if they look the same
the Ei el, C++ or Java, lasses show some notable di eren es. Figure 2 gives one instan e of on ept-des ription
alled a-des ription as an example.
Around twenty parameters are ne essary to des ribe the behaviour of a des ription in the OFL model. Ea h on eptdes ription is ompatible with a set of on epts-relationships. For instan e, in Java, the on ept-des ription interfa e is ompatible with the on ept-relationship implementation but it is in ompatible with between- lasses-inheritan e.

3.4.1.3 Concepts-Languages
The on ept-language is an important and yet simple notion. It modelises a language. In parti ular, ea h language
in ludes a set of on epts-des riptions and a set of on eptsrelationships whi h are ompatible with at least one of the
on epts-des riptions. In gure 2 there is only one on eptlanguage's instan e (a-language) whi h represents the modelised language.
1
These three relationships have di erent semanti s even if
they are similar enough to be often mistaken.

The on epts-languages are hardly ustomised. Their main
fun tion is to federate the on epts-relationships and onepts-des riptions whi h are ompatible with them.

3.4.2 OFL-Atoms
They represent the rei ation of the non- ustomised entities of the model. Figure 4 illustrates a part of those OFLatoms. The relationships, des riptions and languages have
their own OFL-atoms to des ribe the part of their stru ture and their behaviour whi h are not ustomised. For
instan e, in gure 2, we may say that the OFL- omponent
alled an-aggregation-relationship is a spe ialisation of
the OFL-atom relationship.
For instan e in an appli ation all the features of a des ription are instan es of an heir of feature, all the expressions
are instan es of expression or of one of its heirs and all
the obje ts are instan es of obje t. Thus OFL gives a full
rei ation of the entities found at the appli ation runtime.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION OF OFL

After des ribing the di erent elements omposing the OFL
model, we shall now use OFL to modelise the des riptions
and relationships of the Java language. To illustrate this
part we shall give a value of all hyper-generi parameters for
one omponent-relationship and one omponent-des ription.
We shall then deal with other meta-models available within
the framework of obje t-oriented te hnologies. Finally we
shall des ribe a set of tools allowing the use of our model.

4.1 Intuitive definition of Java

We are listing now the di erent semanti s of the des riptions
and of the relationships between the des riptions of the Java
language. Ea h of these semanti s is represented by an OFLomponent. The reader an go to gure 5 to get the full list
of the Java OFL- omponents.
For Java we have found:





obviously, one on ept-language,
eight on epts-relationships i.e. four import ones and
four use ones, and
ten on epts-des riptions.

The reader familiar to Java may nd the number of OFLomponents is high. This is the result of the a ura y of our
parameter system whi h provides a rather ne granularity.
The di eren es in the semanti s between the relationships
or the des riptions are often hidden from the programmer
by the use of the same keyword in di erent ontexts.
What we say about the Java OFL- omponents is not the
value of ea h of the parameters but rather a presentation
of their main features. The keywords linked to ea h of the
OFL- omponents are put in bra kets.

4.1.1 Concepts-Relationships of Java
The rst four on epts-relationships are import ones, the
following four as use ones.

4.1.1.1 Between Classes Inheritance (extends)
This relationship is used to re ne the implementation of the
spe i ation of a data type. A spe i ation is implemented
in a lass; so that a lass is spe ialised by an between lasses
inheritan e. This is simple inheritan e in whi h y les are
forbidden. The features of an inherited lass are imported
into the heir lass. It is possible to repla e the attributes
and to rede ne the methods. Polymorphism is applied in a
bottom-up way, i.e. any instan e of the heir may be seen as
an instan e of the inherited one.
4.1.1.2 Between Interfaces Inheritance (extends)
This relationship allows to re ne the spe i ation of a data
type. It is applied between interfa es, the heir spe ialising
the inherited ones. Contrary to the between lasses inheritan e, this relationship is multiple indeed. Polymorphism
works in the same way as in the between lasses inheritan e.
4.1.1.3 Concretisation (extends)
This relationship allows to materialise the implementation
of the spe i ation of a data type. It is applied between
an abstra t (inherited) lass and a non-abstra t (inheriting) lass. This relationship is identi al to a between lasses
inheritan e but it is ompulsory to provide a body to the
an estor's abstra t methods in the heir.
4.1.1.4 Implementation (implements)
This relationship modelise the implementation of the spe iation of a data type. A lass an thus implements one or
several interfa es. Therefore implementation is a multiple
relationship. If the lass is on rete, it must provide a body
to all the methods whi h are spe i ed in the interfa es. If
the lass is abstra t, it an provide a body to some methods
and keep the others abstra t. Its polymorphism is identi al
to that of the inheritan e relationships.
4.1.1.5 Aggregation
This relationship modelises how to use the servi es of the des riptions. In order to implement su h a use, one just has to
de lare an attribute with the type of the used des ription2 .
Contrary of the four previous import relationships, y les
are allowed for aggregations. The attributes of the des ription used is dire tly a essible i.e. the use of a essors is
not ompulsory3 . The life of the used obje t is independent
from that of the using obje t and the same obje t an be
used by several using obje ts.
4.1.1.6 Class Aggregation (stati )
This relationship modelises the notion of lass attribute well
known in obje t-oriented languages. It is identi al to aggregation but the used obje t is asso iated to the using lass
and not to its instan es.
4.1.1.7 Composition
This relationship modelises the strong use of the des ription
servi es. It is similar to an aggregation but the used entity
2
The use of a method parameter, of a fun tion result or of a
lo al variable with the type of the used des ription resembles
aggregation.
3
Ex ept if the attribute visibility is restri ted, for instan e
de laring it as private.
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is not an obje t be ause it is of a primitive type (for example: int). Thus we onsider that the life of the used entity
depends on that of the using obje t.

has not got a name, it annot be referred to and so it annot
be inherited. Finally be ause of its synta ti stru ture, if it
implements an interfa e, it an only implement one.

4.1.1.8 Class Composition (stati )
The lass omposition is similar to omposition but it de nes
a lass attribute as lass aggregation does.

4.1.2.8 Static Member Interface (stati interfa e)
A stati member interfa e is a spe i ation of a data type
lo al to a lass. It is equivalent to a stati member lass
with the shape of an interfa e.

4.1.2 Concepts-Descriptions of Java
In general, we all inner- lasses the stati member lasses,
the member lasses, the lo al lasses, the anonymous lasses,
and the member stati interfa es too. We have listed ten
on epts-des riptions4 .

4.1.2.9 Array
It represents the stru ture of data that has the same name,
whi h is well-known by omputer s ientists. It is thus an

4.1.2.1 Class ( lass)
A lass is the on rete implementation of a data type. It is
a non-generi des ription whi h may ontain methods5 and
attributes. It is visible within the limits of the pa kage but
this visibility an be extended or restri ted by a quali er
(publi or private for instan e). It is able to reate instan es but annot destroy them, this task is assigned to a
garbage- olle tor. Finally it allows the overloading without
taking into a ount the type of fun tion result.
4.1.2.2 Abstract Class (abstra t lass)
An abstra t lass is an abstra t implementation of a data
type. This des ription as the same features as a lass but it
an des ribe abstra t methods (without a body) and annot
have own instan es.
4.1.2.3 Interface (interfa e)
This is the spe i ation of a data type. Contrary to a lass,
an interfa e annot de ne attributes. Moreover, all its methods are abstra t and therefore it annot reate instan es.
4.1.2.4 Static Member Class (stati lass)
A stati member lass is an implementation of a data type,
lo al to a lass. When ompared to a lass, its hara teristi
is to be de ned inside a lass and not at the highest level.
Besides it is not a essible but through the lass that de nes
it.
4.1.2.5 Member Class ( lass)
A member lass is an implementation of a data type, lo al
to a lass too. But unlike the stati member lass, an instan e of the member lass is automati ally asso iated to
ea h instan e of the lass that de nes it.
4.1.2.6 Local Class ( lass)
A lo al lass is an implementation of a data type, lo al to
a method. It is only visible within the method that de nes
it. Besides that, it is equivalent to the other lass on eptsdes riptions.
4.1.2.7 Anonymous Class ( lass)
An anonymous lass is an implementation of a data type,
lo al to an expression. It is similar to a lo al lass but only
visible within the expression that de nes it. Moreover, as it
4
We doesn't onsider abstra t inner- lasses in this paper.
5
As well as onstru tors and initialisers.

indexed and permanent-sized olle tion of entities of a given
type. In Java, array is a parti ular ase. Ea h array is an instan e of a virtual lass6 representing its type (for example:
an array of integers is of type int[℄).

4.1.2.10 Primitive Type
A primitive type is the representation of a language basi
type. It allows essential elements of the appli ation to be des ribed: booleans, hara ters, bytes, shorts, integers, longs,
oats, and doubles. Let us point out that ea h primitive
type des ribes a value and not an obje t and that a lass
exists to represent ea h of them. For example, the Integer
lass allows to onsider an int as an obje t.
4.1.3 Constraints between Java OFL-Components
The semanti s of the OFL- omponents allows to answer the
question \Whi h on epts-des riptions are valid as sour e or
as target of ea h on epts-relationships?". To understand
the problem better, the following de nition an be useful:





The sour e of a relationship is the des ription whi h
de lares the relationship. This des ription is the one
that needs the servi e. There an be several sour es,
as in the UML asso iation, even if it is quite a rare
ase.
The target of a relationship is the des ription quoted
by the sour e when de laring the relationship. The
target provides the servi e. It is possible to nd several
targets, it is more frequent to nd several targets than
several sour es (for example: multiple inheritan e).

As far as import on epts-relationships are on erned, we
an mention following onstraints, for example.






It is impossible for between lasses inheritan e to have
as target and sour e an interfa e or a stati member
interfa e. Furthermore, anonymous lasses annot be
targeted by su h an inheritan e.
The between interfa es inheritan e is applied between
interfa es (whether they are stati member or not).
The on retisation must take pla e between an abstra t lass and a non-abstra t lass.

Finally, the implementation is a relationship whi h always targets one or several interfa es (whi hever they
are) and a lass (whi hever it is).
6
This lass does not exist but everything goes as if it did.

The same type of onstraints is found for use on eptsrelationships. Here are a few examples of it.



The aggregation may have as a sour e all kinds of
lasses and only them. As for the targets, there are
also two kinds of interfa e.



The lass aggregation has the same onstraints as the
aggregation.



The omposition resembles the aggregation but the
only possible target is a primitive type.



We should apply the same onstraints for lass omposition and omposition.

4.2 OFL definition of Java

The semanti s of the Java's omponents had been des ribed
above. This se tion aims to show how they are de ned in
OFL.
In order to reate new OFL- omponents, the meta-programmer needs to valuate the parameters of the OFL- on epts
asso iated to them. We provide in the following the parameter values atta hed to two of the Java OFL- omponents :
one omponent-relationship (the implementation) and one
omponent-des ription (the abstra t lass). While reading
the values of OFL- omponent parameters the reader may
refer to the orresponding paragraph in se tion 4.1.

4.2.1 The OFL-component Implementation
People may distinguish omponents-relationships of a language using the parameter Name. For this omponent its
value is Implementation. The kind of relationships is re orded within the parameter Kind whi h is set to import for this
omponent. OFL allows to mention (parameter Context) if
a omponent is spe i to a language or if it belongs to a library of omponents7 . We are des ribing a relation for Java:
Context is set to language. Implementation is a multiple
relationship and Java does not limit the number of targetdes riptions so the parameter Cardinality is set to 1 18 .
The parameter Repetition indi ates if a dire t repetition
in the sour es and/or targets of the relationship is allowed.
A ording to the parameter Cardinality, we only onsider
one sour e for the Implementation relationship of Java, so
the Repetition for sour e is not appli able. Moreover it
does not make sense to implement several identi al interfa es
and it is forbidden in Java. Thus, this parameter is set to
forbidden for targets.
The parameter Cir ularity re ords if it is possible to get
y les thanks to this relationship (that means to be able
to import dire tly or not the sour e of the relationship itself). In Java, y les are not allowed for Implementation
and Cir ularity is set to forbidden. Other possible value
is allowed.
7
A ording to the value of this parameter it is possible to
in lude or not additional information or assertions whi h
improve OFL- omponent's onsisten y.
8
For lassi al obje t-oriented languages one relationship involves only one sour e and one or several target(s): one if
the relationship is simple and several if it is a multiple one.

To set the parameter Symmetry to true would mean that
if a des ription of type Class or Abstra t Class named A
implements another des ription of type Interfa e named B
then the B implements A. It is meaningless so that Symmetry
is set to false.
The parameter Opposite provides (if any) the name of the
opposite relationship; otherwise it is set to none. For a symmetry relationship, the opposite is the relationship itself.
The implementation has no opposite in Java and this parameter is set to none.
The parameter Dire t a ess spe i es if the relationship
provides a dire t a ess to the features of the target-des ription from the sour e-des ription. Be ause the targets of a
Implementation relationship are only Interfa es, all the
features of the target-des ription are abstra t, and to a ess to the target-des ription features has no meaning so
that Dire t a ess should be set to forbidden9 .
The parameter Indire t a ess means that any a ess to a
feature of the target-des ription from the sour e-des ription
should be performed trough the target-des ription itself (i.e.
the target- lass must be spe i ed). For the same reasons
as for Dire t a ess, this parameter is set to forbidden.
Possible values are mandatory, allowed and forbidden
The parameter Polymorphism dire tion and the parameter
Polymorphism are spe i to import relationships. The rst

indi ates if the relationship handles polymorphism between
sour e and targets and when it is useful indi ates also the
dire tion (possible values are up, down, both and none). The
se ond re ords how the relationship handles name on i t
when the rst one allows some polymorphism. Two possibilities are proposed: a feature (we distinguish attribute and
methods) of the sour e-des ription whi h has the same name
in the target-des ription may hide or override the latter.
A ording to the relationship being de ned, all instan es
of the sour e-des ription are also instan es of the targetdes ription and Polymorphism dire tion is set to up. Polymorphism is set to overriding for both attributes (only
onstant attributes are allowed) and methods.

The parameter Feature varian e is spe i to import relationships. It gives the kind of varian e asso iated to the
parameters of methods, to the result of fun tions and to
the attributes, when a feature is rede ned. Several values
are available: nonvariant (new type must be the same),
ovariant (new type must be a des endant), ontravariant
(new type must be an an estor) and non appli able. For
this relationship Feature varian e is set to nonvariant for
method parameters, result of fun tions and attributes.10
Another spe i

parameter of import relationships is Assertion varian e. It gives the type of the varian e for the

assertions when there is a rede nition. There are three
kinds of assertion : invariants, pre onditions and post on9

The reader should be aware of the ase of onstant attributes that may be de ned within an interfa e. OFL may
handle this ase not trough parameter values (it is something to spe i ) but with a generi me hanism based on
before/after routines in luded in the OFL's a tions.
10
Remember that Java disposes of overloading apa ity.

ditions. Several values are available: strengthened (new
assertion must be stronger), weakened (new assertion must
be lighter), un hanged (assertion must not be modi ed) and
non appli able. For this relationship Assertion varian e
is set to non appli able for all types of assertions be ause
su h feature is not present in Java.
The parameter Adding indi ates if the relationship allows to
add features in the sour e-des ription. In Java it is allowed
for Implementation, so that Adding is set to allowed. Other
possible values are forbidden and mandatory.
The parameter Removing indi ates if it is allowed to remove
features from the target-des ription trough this relationship. In Java it is not allowed, so that Removing is set to
forbidden. Possible values are the same as those of Adding.
The parameter Renaming re ords if it is possible to rename
features in the sour e-des ription. In Java it is not allowed
wath'ever is the relationship. Renaming is set to forbidden.
Possible values are the same as those of Adding.
The parameter Redefining indi ates whether it is possible
or not to rede ne assertions, signature, body and modi er(s)
(visibility, prote tion, onstan y, : : : ) of features. For ea h
ategory, possible values are the same as for Adding. A ording to Implementation, the rede nition is non appli able
for assertions, it is forbidden for signature and modi er(s)
of features. It is allowed (but not mandatory) for a method
body (imported features are all abstra t and may be assoiated to a body in the sour e-des ription).
The parameter Masking is dealing with the apability for
a relationship to mask features oming from the targetdes ription. Possible values are the same as those of Adding.
In Java the Implementation relationship does not allow to
mask any feature of target-des ription. Masking is set to
forbidden. The parameter Showing deals exa tly with the
ontrary: the apability to show in the sour e-des ription
features whi h had been previously masked. In the Implementation relationship of Java, Showing is also set to
forbidden.
The parameter Abstra ting re ords whether a relationship
may spe ify to remove the body of a feature of the targetdes ription in the sour e-des ription. Su h apability is
forbidden for this relationship (all methods of an interfa e
are already abstra t methods). Possible values are the same
as those of Adding.
Effe ting is exa tly the opposite of Abstra ting. It indi ates that a sour e-des ription may provide a body to
abstra t methods. For this relationship it is allowed (but
not mandatory): sour e-des ription may be of type Class or
Abstra t Class. Possible values are the same as those of
Adding.

4.2.2 The OFL-component Abstra t Class
In previous se tion we des ribed a omponent-relationship;
the next one is dedi ated to the des ription of a omponentdes ription. Like omponents-relationships, omponents-des riptions are asso iated to a set of parameters whi h des ribes their operational semanti s.

A few parameters su h as Name or Context whi h parti ipate to the des ription of a omponent-relationship are also
present in a omponent-des ription, with the same meaning.
This se tion deals with the de nition of abstra t lasses so
that Name is set to abstra t lass. Moreover, we de ne
an abstra t lass in the framework of Java, so that the
parameter Context is set to language ( f. se tion 4.2.1).
The parameter Generi ity re ords if a des ription is generi
or not. There is no generi des ription in Java, so that
Generi ity is set to false.
The parameter Generator indi ates if a omponent-des ription is able to reate instan es. If yes, it should be possible
to de ne onstru tors and initialisers. In Java, for abstra t
lasses as well as "normal" lasses, this parameter is set to
true. On the ontrary, the parameter Destru tor re ords if
it is possible to free an instan e. In Java, this is rarely used
but possible, so this parameter is set to true.
The extension of a des ription is the set of its own instan es and of instan es of its heirs (more pre isely, this set
of instan es depends on the parameters dedi ated to polymorphism of the relationships where are this des ription
is sour e or target). The parameter Extension reation
re ords if the extension of this kind of des ription is handled automati ally or manually. In Java we an set this
parameter to automati ally (by default, at the des ription reation, its extension is empty) even if the extension
is maintained only virtually.
The parameter En apsulation indi ates if features are enapsulated into des riptions; it is possible to distinguish between attributes and methods. In Java everything is en apsulated, so that the parameter is set to <true, true>. Let
us mention that the ability to modelise non en apsulated
method is useful for the spe i ation of language su h as
CLOS.
Sharing ontrol is the parameter whi h re ords if the in-

stan es of a des ription may be shared and eventually how.
An instan e may be shared by all instan es of one des ription (this represent the idea of lass variable and the value of
parameter is des ription), it may be shared by only some
of the instan es of one des ription (this is an instan e variable and the value of parameter is instan e). Finally, an
instan e may be atta hed to only one instan e of one des ription (value unique instan e). A Java abstra t lass
does not put onstraints about the sharing of its instan es
(in fa t the instan es of its des endants) so Sharing ontrol
is set to fdes ription, instan e, unique instan eg.
The parameter Visibility indi ates entities from whi h the
des ription is visible. Several values are possible for this
parameter from a value whi h restri ts the visibility to a
single expression to one whi h open the des ription to the
entire network. In Java, by default, the visibility is limited
to the pa kage whi h ontains the des ription so the hosen
value is pa kage.
Attribute is the parameter whi h spe i es if the des ription allows the de nition of attributes (allowed) or not
(forbidden). For an Abstra t Class this parameter is al-

lowed (for onstant attribute only). In the same way, there
is a very similar parameter for methods, it is alled Method.
In an Abstra t Class it is also possible to de ne methods,
so that this parameter is set to allowed.

The parameter Overloading indi ates if the omponentdes ription allows or prohibits (allowed, forbidden) the
overloading of features. In fa t it is onstituted by four
values whi h spe ify this overloading for the attributes, for
the results of fun tions, for the number and for the type of
method parameters. For a Java abstra t lass the parameter
is set to <forbidden, forbidden, allowed, allowed>.

4.2.3 Some more about OFL-components
Perhaps the reader noti ed some aspe ts of the Java language that were not overed by the parameters presented
above. Let us take some examples:



In se tion 4.2.1 the parameter repetition handles dire t repetition of target des riptions, that is to say it
allows or not to get several time the same des ription
in the list of target. But what about the handling of
indire t repetition (repetition of the same des ription
several times in the same hierar hy but at di erent
level)?



In se tion 4.2.2 we deal with visibility of a des ription
(parameter visibility) but nothing about the handling of the keyword publi that may be atta hed to a
Java lass. On the other hand the keyword abstra t
is handled by the parameter Generator, why su h inequity?



The handling of the features' visibility within the hierar hy of lasses is not even mentioned. The situation is
the same for the handling of onstru tors and initialisers a ording to values of the parameter Generator.
One may note that it is also ne essary to ensure that
onstru tors has same name as the des ription, that
initialisers are anonymous and that the destru tor is
alled "finalize".

A ording to those questions or remarks we need to make
the three following omments and to propose an answer: the
assertions and the quali ers.
Firstly, the hoi e to de ne or not a new parameter for a
omponent-relationship or a omponent-des ription is mainly based on the following question: "Is it an enough general
and relevant aspe t that ould be integrated in more than
one language and that may be found in existing literature?".
To answer this question looks like very diÆ ult and in some
way quite arbitrary but let us give some examples in order
to show the underlying philosophy. The handling of some
language keywords is very spe i to ea h language. Ea h
language has its own rules for handling the visibility of routines within the hierar hy of des riptions (private, publi ,
prote ted, export, : : : ). On the other hand, to say that
a des ription is abstra t or not, justi es from our point of
view, to asso iate it to one or several parameters. However, the spe i ity of ea h language a ording to this aspe t may not be fully handled by parameters (for instan e

when a language enfor es an abstra t des ription to ontain
only abstra t methods).
Se ondly, some semanti s into a language may not t within
only one omponent. The handling of indire t repetition
or the handling of feature visibility relies on several kinds
of relationship (on several OFL- omponents), so that it is
ne essary to get a me hanism whi h is orthogonal to the
kinds of relationship.
Thirdly, the OFL model is based essentially on two ustomisable on epts: relationships and des riptions. This intentional limitation means that the de nition of the behaviour
of entities su h as methods or attributes is lo ated within
omponents-des riptions and omponents-relationships.
In order to take into a ount what we mentioned above,
we integrated assertions within OFL- omponents: they may
address any rei ed information in luding parameters value.
They orrespond to ontrols that the meta-programmer may
need to set on the hierar hy of omponents. We add also
to OFL- omponents the ability to de ne assertions asso iated to a keyword (we all them quali ers ). For example we
may de ne an assertion whi h orresponds to the semanti of a private method in Java or another one whi h deals
with the semanti of publi lass (also in Java). All ontrols
spe i ed by a language either expli itly through a keyword
or impli itly whi h are not handled by existing parameters,
are asso iated to one or several assertions; the tools mentioned in se tion 4.4, espe ially OFL-ML are in harge to
implement those assertions.

4.3 Integration in the Existing Meta-Models

OFL is a meta-model whi h des ribes obje t-oriented languages based on lasses and ustomises the operational semanti s of their des riptions and relationships. The state
of the art, in the eld of meta-model shows quite a diversity. These meta-models are usually able to des ribe one
another. For us, the most signi ant one is MOF (Meta
Obje t Fa ility) [11℄. We do not aim to ompete against
MOF but to o er a less general model loser to the programmer. MOF des ribes a lass on ept, an asso iation
on ept and a pa kage on ept.
A MOF lass allows to de ne attributes, the type of whi h
an be simple or des ribed by a lass, and to spe ify operations. Let us point out that OFL and MOF have the
same approa h on erning the method bodies that have to
be des ribed a ording to an independent language (binding ). OFL and MOF both draw from the UML and IDL
[12℄ notation and syntax.
A MOF asso iation allows to de ne any relationship that o urs between a number of MOF sour e lasses and a number
of MOF target lasses. The semanti s of the relationship des ribed by su h an asso iation is implemented thanks to the
attributes and the operations of the MOF lasses.
The MOF pa kages allow to en ompass the MOF lasses
and asso iations.
OFL may be des ribed a ording to MOF and supply the
latter with an additional layer on top of it allowing to us-

tomise the operational semanti s of the MOF lasses and
asso iations.

[2℄ G. Ki zales, J. Des Rivieres, and D. G. Bobrow, The
Art of the MetaObje t Proto ol. MIT-Press, 1991.

Besides, we have shown in gure 2 that OFL an be des ribed with the UML formalism, in parti ular thanks to
the possibility of tagging the new on epts (whi h was unne essary in this gure).

[3℄ P. Desfray, Obje t Engineering, the Fourth Dimension.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1994.

Finally, OFL an also be des ribed thanks to XML [13℄ and
XML-S hemas.

4.4 OFL Tools

OFL an be used as a set of three tools whi h share the information ontained in a database whose s hema is des ribed
in ODL [14℄.
The rst tool alled OFL-Meta is for the meta-programmer.
It allows to graphi ally reate, modify or delete OFL- omponents i.e. the instan es of the OFL- on epts. In other
words, it allows to des ribe the operational semanti s of a
language whi h will be used when designing an appli ation.
The OFL- omponents whi h it handles an be stored by
using various standard formalism su h XML or MOF.
The se ond tool is alled OFL-ML in referen e to UML. It is
intended for the appli ation designer. It is also a graphi al
tool whi h allows to reate, modify or delete OFL-instan es,
i.e. the instan es of the OFL- omponents des ribed in OFLMeta. The programming task is in luded by a binding: the
sele ted language is Java, that is body of all the methods is
written in Java.
The third tool is alled OFL-Parser. It is a translator, interpreter or ompiler. Its task is to translate the OFL-instan es
and the body of methods (using the stati fa ets of the a tions) into a target language, Java in our ase. The last
step onsist in exe uting the generated appli ation and thus
to use the methods and reate the OFL-data, i.e. the instan es of the OFL-instan es (using the dynami fa ets of
the a tions).

5.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS

The OFL meta-model, the features of whi h we have qui kly
summed up in this do ument, des ribes obje t-oriented languages based on lasses. Its hara teristi is to ustomise
the operational semanti s of the des riptions and the relationships of those languages. It is also possible to add other
des riptions and relationships if their use is ompatible with
those that already exist. OFL also provides several assets
whi h may allow a higher maintainability of the appli ations.
We have started implementing ea h of the three tools des ribed in se tion 4.4; a prototype of the rst two ones should
be released in the next few months. The third tool will ertainly take longer.
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